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Zabludov Gospel is one of the most famous publications in the history of 

Slavic incunabula. It was printed in Podlyashie, in Zabludov, on the estate 

of the Khodkevich magnates, who founded the Monastery of the Annunciation 

in Suprasl. One of the oldest Orthodox publishing houses was established there 

in the mid-1560s, housing the first typographers from Moscow: Ivan Fyodorov 

Moskvitin and Pyotr Timofeev Mstislavets. On 8 July 1568 their first book, the 

Didactic Gospel began to be printed at the Zabludov printing house. The typeset-

ting was done using fonts brought by the typographers from Moscow. The head-

pieces, endings and initial letters used in this work, were used by Ivan Fyodorov 

and Pyotr Mstislavets when publishing the first dated book of the Moscow press: 

the Moscow Apostle of 1564. The printing of the Didactic Gospel was completed 

on 17 March 1569. On its title page it states: “The Book called the Didactic Gos-

pels. Selected from all four Evangelists. And from many Holy Scriptures. And is 

given to God’s church to be read every week. And also on the Lord’s holidays and 

the holidays of other saints. To instruct Christian people in spiritual and physical 

improvement. Printed with the help of God.”

1 The work was carried out with the financial support of the RFBR (grant № 18–512–76004).
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The publication was a collection of 

sermons and teachings on gospel readings 

arranged for various weeks and holidays. 

There were two main varieties of teaching 

gospels. The more ancient of them, which 

is a literal translation from Greek abbrevia-

tions of “paternal interpretations,” is asso-

ciated in the manuscript tradition with the 

name of Constantine of Preslav, a Bulga-

rian bishop and disciple of the first Slavic 

teacher St Methodius. This gospel contains 

51 conversations for Sunday readings. The 

second version of the Didactic Gospel, 

which appeared much later than the first, 

was published in Zabludov. It is often called 

the Patriarchal homily of Constantinople, 

which was supposedly composed by seve-

ral authors who lived in the 12th, 13th and 

even the 14th centuries. The composition 

of said teaching gospel is significantly dif-

ferent from the first and has two parts: 53 

or 52 teachings for Sundays and some oth-

er days, and 26–25 teachings on fixed ho-

lidays and the corresponding weeks from 

1 September to 29 August.

The Slavic translation of this collection 

from Greek appeared relatively quickly 

after its creation. The exact date of the translation is unknown, but according 

to scholars, it originated in the late 14th to 15th centuries. The basis for the 

printing of Didactic Gospel was one of the earliest copies of the Slavic translation. 

A collection of copies of this book, then distributed in Podlyashie, is the likely 

source of this gospel. We managed to find an ancient copy of the Didactic Gospel 

from Podlyashie, which is probably the prototype of the Zabludov publication. 

It comes from the library of the Suprasl monastery. 

The book was not translated into “simple speech” but printed directly from 

the ancient manuscript, because the publishers believed that the modern trans-

lation of ancient “true” books distorted their meaning, and that the “Gospel is 

educational”; in their opinion, even without translation the book was “easy and 

useful for reading.” Nevertheless, before setting the type, the text of the collec-

tion was thoroughly edited. The book opens with a foreword by the tycoon 

Gregory Khodkevich: “That is why I, Gregory Alexandrovich Khodkevich, having 

seen the Christian teaching in this book, wished God’s word to multiply, and the 

teaching of the Greek law to people to spread, because there is a lack of these 

The output sheet of the
Zabludov Gospel, 1569
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books in various places. And I did not spare any treasures given me by God in this 

undertaking. In addition, I also found for myself two men learned in printing: 

Ivan Fyodorovich Moskvitin and Pyotr Timofeevich Mstislavets. I commanded 

them to found the printing house and to print this Didactic Gospel.”

The publication is provided with an extensive table of contents: “The chap-

ters which are contained in this book.” The book also contains the “Word on 

the Ascension,” which was written by St Cyril of Turov, a well-known East Slavic 

preacher. It was included in all three subsequent reprints of the Zabludov Didac-

tic Gospel carried out in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 16th century.

The Zabludov Didactic Gospel of 1569 had its own special fate. It had a signi-

ficant impact on the Orthodox both within the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and 

far beyond its borders, including the Muscovite state and the Balkans. It was 

repeatedly reprinted, used for work on other publications, copied in different 

countries, translated into other languages. An example is the Bulgarian manu-

script codex of the beginning of the 17th century made in Tȃrnovo by Hiero-

monk Daniil and now stored in the collection of the Bulgarian National Library 

of Sts Cyril and Methodius. It is one of the first Bulgarian manuscript books based 

on East Slavic printed texts.

About ten years after the publication of the Didactic Gospel in Zabludov, 

it was reprinted in an anonymous Orthodox printing house in Vilna. Another 

reprint of it in the same city was carried 

out in 1595 in the Mamonich Printing 

House, belonging to an Orthodox family 

of Belarusian merchants. Sometime later 

this book was again reprinted there.

About 50 copies of the Zabludov Di-

dactic Gospel of 1569 have survived to 

this day. This voluminous collection of 

more than 800 pages, a huge book, is now 

preserved in many countries on diffe rent 

continents. Numerous records of the sur-

viving copies testify to the unusually wide 

distribution of the book throughout the 

Orthodox world. Quite quickly, the Di-

dactic Gospel from Zabludov reached 

the Bulgarians, Russians, Serbs, and other 

Orthodox peoples, spread to the territo-

ry of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and 

the Kingdom of Poland, primarily in the 

Ukrainian lands and Lemkovshchyna.

Translated by Igor Kaliganov The Coat of arms of G. A. Khodkevich. 
Zabludov Gospel of 1569
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